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partnered with the most popular lighting solution manufacturers to offer OEM and retrofit
projector kits, headlights, tail lights, sides, and interior lighting solutions for this vehicle. Toyota
Tundra is a powerful pickup truck that has been in production since The model recently
completed its two decades of sales. It was last upgraded in and is currently in its 3rd
generation. This model has the reliability of the Toyota brand name and offers enough power to
get even the most difficult jobs done with ease. Whether you are delivering cargo to a job site or
using the truck for personal use, you can always count on its performance capability. The one
thing lacking about the truck has been its lighting system. When it comes to lighting upgrades
for your Tundra, headlights are the first place you would want to start. OEM housing
replacements are quite popular for this model. We also suggest going with OEM upgrades
because they have the best fit and give the most natural-looking finish. The recent Tundra
models from and come with an option for upgraded headlight housings with built-in LEDs. If
you are getting this trim, then you should be set for the next 2 to 5 years. However, if you are
getting a lower trim due to a limited budget, then you can still upgrade to the LED headlights
with an aftermarket upgrade. We offer aftermarket headlight upgrades that improve functionality
and style for your truck. The best part is that our headlights are plug-and-play with a perfect fit
that will blend with your truck. Our products are thoroughly tested and reasonably priced with
high ratings among clients. For a vehicle model that has been in the market for almost two
decades now, the Tundra has only undergone lighting upgrades and changes twice. The lights
on the â€” model are similar to the ones that were used in the first generation of the vehicle. H4
halogen is a dual filament bulb that gives different lighting patterns at different wattages. This
allows the same bulb to be used for both the high and low beam by supplying it with different
wattage. The bulbs specs are; H4 bulb length: 9. H4 bulb width: 1. The HID Kit conversion offers
much brighter lighting output. You also have the option to use different colors and light
patterns in the housing. The LED Kit conversion is more efficient and offers a stable lumen
value. It is very easy to implement the conversion, and no additional components are required.
We offer a range of stylish upgrades for your Toyota Tundra trucks. This lighting upgrade is
designed exclusively for the Toyota Tundra to give it a dazzling display. It has tooled in
photo-metric lenses that give it a diamond-like glimmer and unmatched performance. It is
capable of fully controlled lighting movement and intensity. It has several modes, like DRL,
offroad high-intensity light, and a swipe open-and-close function. We also offer LED bulbs and
lights for brakes, signals, reverse, and interior lighting systems. The reverse light bulbs are
marketed under label, and they will fit any , , and bulb-housing styles. Brakes, indicators, and
reverse lights are very important for driving safely. The Toyota Tundra comes fitted with
halogen bulbs that get the job done, but these factory fitted bulbs are not the most effective for
two reasons. Second, halogen and HID bulbs draw more power from the engine, making them
inefficient and a bigger drain on fuel. Either kit should do the trick. LED bulbs are preferred,
despite their higher price tag, because they offer better visibility, style and last much longer
than HID Xenon lights. Lighting upgrades for the , , , , , , and Toyota Tundra trucks. We have a
lot of videos about the Tundra on YouTube so please watch our videos and if you need help
please contact us! Lighting upgrades for the , , , , Toyota Tundra trucks. We have a bunch of
videos on YouTube showing you all the lighting upgrades you can do to your Tundra, so start
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on Toyota Tundra For a vehicle model that has been in the market for almost two decades now,
the Tundra has only undergone lighting upgrades and changes twice. Every vehicle needs good
Headlight Bulbs to shine a path out in the dark and dreary world, or to lead the driver in bad
weather conditions without hitting anything or anyone for that matter. Do you have an old bulb
that does not shine bright enough or are you just looking to replace a broken bulb in your
Toyota Tundra? Well, we may have what you are looking for. It was the second full-size pick-up
truck to be introduced by Toyota, the first being the Toyota T We give you the list of what we
think is best suited as per your requirements. But make sure that the product matches your
model before purchasing it. To start we have headlight bulbs that feature a long service life of
more than 50, hours. They are manufactured with a whole aluminum housing fan that ensures
that the bulbs do not heat up and deliver continuous performance. They are designed to provide
a high power beam that is 2 times brighter than halogen headlights. They are made to be easy to
install with a simple plug-and-play design that takes about 20 minutes. Available here. The
Syneticusa bulbs are designed with a built-in driver ballast and cooling fan to act as a heat sink.
They feature a high-quality aluminum housing that ensures heat dissipation, low power
consumption, and shake, dust, and waterproof bulbs. They have a bright design that gives
degree full angle illumination. They are designed to be a direct replacement for the original
halogen bulbs and for plug-and-play installation. The Torchbeam Headlight bulbs have
advanced LED chips that result in 4 times the brightness over halogen bulbs. They come with
easy installation having a durable non-polar plug-and-play design. They have a high-tech
turbofan that works at 10, RPM and results in very efficient cooling and heat dissipation. The
bright beam pattern prevents the glaring or blinding of traffic. They have far less heat than a
halogen lamp which prolongs the service time of the bulbs. They do not have high voltage and
large current setup, circuit interference, or electromagnetic radiation. They come with an
instruction manual to guide installation. They come with a good light beam pattern. These
Headlight Bulbs feature an ultra-thin hat sink that improves light utilization by making it more
focused. They come with a uniform beam pattern and patented design. They come in a modern
led white look. They are almost the same size as the halogen bulbs with 2. They also do not
cause astigmatism for other drivers. They have a volume close to that of halogen lamps without
any additional wiring harness, which makes installation less difficult. They use double-sided
CREE lamp beads that result in a wider range of illumination and concentrated beam. They
come with a sturdy aerospace aluminum casing for fast heat dissipation. The Sylvania Headlight
Bulbs have enhanced down-road visibility without any added glare. They have a robust filament
design and propriety gas mixture that ensures reliability and optimal performance. They are
also designed to provide maximum durability while still maintaining performance. They dim
over time thus should be changed in pairs to ensure stable and optimum performance. The
third-place Headlight Bulbs feature an original equipment quality seal that ensures reliable
performance. They feature a voltage of 12V. They are recommended to be installed in pairs for
the symmetric light beam from the pair. The Bulbs dim over time. The glass should not be
touched while installation and rather use a glove or paper towel for handling. The second-place
Headlight Bulbs feature a high beam for bright output and a low beam for better beam pattern.
They eliminate dark spots and come in a non-polarity design. They are made to be easily
assembled without any modifications and can be installed in 20 minutes. They feature heat
dissipation that results in a longer life span. They do not blind the oncoming traffic and come
with optimized light distribution. They provide a super focused beam pattern design for better
visibility. They are constructed of a whole aviation aluminum body, hollow-carved heat sink
design, and turbo cool fans to provide super cooling and longer lifespan. They have a minute
easy installation process. May this list truly help you. Stay tuned for the rest of the series. Your
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Crash TOV. October 23rd, Posted by Ed Champagne. November 6th, Posted by Lights fit great.
November 6th, Posted by good fit easy install. TYC June 5th, Posted by What a difference. Great
product, shipped fast and as described. Worked perfectly in my truck. December 23rd, Posted
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recommendation. Changing my headlight bulbs Discussion in ' Lighting ' started by Pudge , Sep
22, Post Reply. This is crazy. I wanted to put in some new bulbs. I got some osram bulbs that
are supposed to be pretty good. I can't believe I have to remove my grill and do all this work to
change a freaking light bulb. I can't find any other way to do this. I plan to do my fog bulbs too
which seems a bit easier but man this is just crazy. Anyone have a solution for my 15 tundra?
And should I wait til I get my fog bulbs and do them all at once? Pudge , Sep 22, T-Rex , Sep 22,
It was a one beer job, that one went fast after the angry OP, Now I'm doin this now! And a
shameless KB Voodoo shout out. Last edited: Sep 22, NewImprovedRon , Sep 22, Before and
after. Osram night breaker unlimited H4 They make a night breaker laser, supposed to be better
and brighter but these are much more time tested. Oh and WarEagleSteve I just finished wiping
everything I touched down with some quick detailed and microfiber cloth. SouthBoundSteve
likes this. Thanks Sean for letting me know it wasn't so bad. I really wasn't at all. Just more than
previous bulb changes. It took under am hour with breaks to walk around to stretch my sore
back amd numb leg Maybe 30 minutes of work. YouTube made it easy. I was hoping for a
quicker change over because my back is all screwed up but I can't just lay around and feel bad
for myself. I have an Amazon order building for Monday. Which fog light bulbs should I order?
Stumpjumper , Sep 22, PermaFrostTRD likes this. Pudge [OP] likes this. You bet! It's a group
buy. Fog light bulbs came today. My back and leg was killing me but my brother stopped by so I
asked him to do the dirry work as i suoervised. Those are a pain in the ass to replace too haha.
But it got done. I'm considering upgrading to H11 bulbs but waiting to hear more about heat and
housing melting and wire and fuse issues 19w vs 55w. I hear several very different stories of
using H11s in these H16 housings from great to really baf. For now it's H16 osram fog breaker k.
They seem brighter than OEM for sure but we'll see when I start driving, 19 watt bulbs won't be
great in any halogen reflector no matter what. After new head and fog light bulbs Stock head
and fogs. Last edited: Sep 23, Pudge , Sep 23, Pudge those look great. Going to order a set and
pop those bad boys in. I'm going to replace the amber with white. I'm about miles from my
owners manual. BakNBlk , Sep 23, I believe it's a NA but check this out BakNBlk likes this.
Stumpjumper Fogs are in. Osram fog breaker H16 Before and after. The pics looking head on an
deceiving. They are much more yellow in person. I have yet to drive with them and see how they
actually work. I went with the blue thunder brand k bright white bulbs. Also a Sylvania super
white for the drl and turn. You can have a white turn signal upfront in NC. I'll post some pics
after I get them installed in a couple weeks. I used the blue thunder in my 5 series for fogs and
the k halogen matched the led headlights perfectly. They lasted 2 years. I'm sure I'll be getting
different headlights way before that. This is just a quick inexpensive upgrade. Bluering , Sep 25,
NewImprovedRon , Sep 25, Show Ignored Content. Genuine Toyota Socket Plug. Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
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question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Only 5 left
in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Color: Black Housing. About this item
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? More to consider from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Color: Black Housing Verified Purchase. Really love the look of these
lights on my First gen. Toyota Tundra. Really gave it a quick modernization with less than an
hour of work! Also bought a can of clear, non- yellowing spray paint that bonds to plastic so I
can hopefully never have to remove oxidation from lenses again! Added my before and after
pictures. Images in this review. They were of very high quality, almost on par with the factory
assemblies. The side markers were a slightly different story. They were definitely a notch below
factory in terms of quality. The seal around the side markers was very visible, exaggerated by
the fact that they had the black housing. I contacted the seller and they immediately remedied
the situation and I had another set delivered within 5 days!! Outstanding service. In this area,
they are most definitely a 5 star company. Put these on my Tundra to update looks, glue seams

were good and fit was right. These do not come with bulbs, reuse the old or buy some new.
Truck looks more modern and have other changes planned to upgrade ol' reliable. Park some
feet back from your garage door before removing the old ones, tape a line of light on the door
and crosshairs of the centers. Then when done installing adjust to match, these are adjustable
vertically only, without removing, I used a long flatblade screwdriver to fit in the adjusting gears
and hook and flip method like adjusting rear brakes. Verified Purchase. I was so excited to get
these lights, so you can imagine my frustration when I realized a plastic piece that attaches to
the metal to secure in place was cracked. I had already sold my old lights so I had to continue
with the install. The light went in but wiggled. I reached out to the seller letting them know of the
situation, and their response was These lights were extremely hard to install. If they were easy I
would have taken the light out and proved them a photo. I have now requested a refund from
seller and must wait for an approval. Not a great way to provide a solution for damaged product.
My rating is based off sellers response. Update on contacting seller. They shipped a
replacement box, which was great since I received the product damaged. I requested for them to
send only the part I needed, they sent everything again. Now I have to call amazon to handle it. I
will never buy from seller again! One person found this helpful. Outstanding customer service!
Update to review below. Contacted the company today Thanksgiving! Enough so I bumped my
rating to 5 stars. Cosmetically appears very good. Fitment is spot on which makes it easy to
install. Structurally these are a little delicate. The bulb is held in by a spring clip that attaches to
the housing. Upon installing the bulb for the second housing the catch snapped rendering the
housing useless as it is no unable to properly hold the bulb. By Michael S. Purvey on November
26, Old lights sun fogged, after 20 years, repolishing them every few weeks getting old, so I
replaced them, with these. The black interior added a small pizzaz to the front of the white truck.
Don't forget to use the existing bulbs or get new ones. I forgot and the symptom was the blinker
rate much higher than normal, missing or burned-out bulbs shows on the driver's panel and any
remaining lights for that side, one of the plastic pins died upon removal, the standard for this
area, the sun and heat kills plastic. One of these days will get a replacement until then a metal
screw is working. Unfortunately I cannot give a thorough review because my order was not
complete. The product was given to my long-time mechanic to install. I did not open it first
Headlights were installed; but there were no side lights. I have written to Akkon 4 times asking
for a resolution to the missing side lights. I explained that there were no pictures, no original
packaging, etc. The last correspondence from Akkon was a request to return the product.
Return what has been installed? The headlights themselves look great. No qualms with the
product, but poor customer service. This review will be updated to a 5-star if the problem is
resolved. For now I'm stuck with a nice looking set of headlights and old, cracked sidekights.
These lights fit almost perfect. They look great on the truck, and I can see at night like I'm in a
new Lexus. Be sure to aim them right if you're going this route, as no one wants to be blinded
by someone's misguided and improperly installed and levelled HID's. By Erik on February 25,
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